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Abstract

This paper deliberates the influence of organisational agility (OA) on knowledge management (KM), which enables organisations to survive and achieve their competitive advantage through developing and integrating the KM strategy and sustainable knowledge transfer capability. Currently, the conception of agility has become widespread in organisational performance and in the knowledge development process. How organisations define an agile knowledge development process, how we know that an organisation’s KM strategy is agile and how we can assume that an organisation can achieve and sustain their excellence through OA and KM strategy are the questions addressed in this paper. It presents the concept of OA of KM and provides an approach for the significance of this agility, with a knowledge development approach that appraises the agility as an amalgamation function. It combines the competence of individual and organisational presentation and other complementary aspects.
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1. Introduction

The impact and importance of organisational agility (OA) have been included with the impression of knowledge development process that strives for increasing the competence of an individual and organisational performance. Presently, the most pioneering and forward-looking organisations are under great pressure to work in a dynamic environment, with continually changing unstable events, to invest their valued time and energy on knowledge capture and knowledge sharing activities that deliver them with instant and recognisable advantage. Under these circumstances, competitiveness and innovation have become a burning topic of academic, business and managerial debates with regard to be agile and be able to sense and respond to market changes quickly and smoothly to maintain their effectiveness, i.e., organisational excellence (OE). Wherever, OA is accountable for high ability to adapt, the ability to recognise change in the marketplace and allocate resources to take advantage of that change. Mousavi (2009) noted that OA is the ability to succeed in an ever-shifting surrounding. It stresses rapid and innovative response to market change, becoming a gateway to respond to market uncertainties and opportunities (Chung et al., 2012; Dunlop-Hinkler et al., 2011). According to Najrani (2016), OA can facilitate firms’ performance through different active ways such as: reactive, proactive, interactive and innovative suppleness. For an organisation to succeed in a global market, it has to master all three agilities and apply the one that can profit them the most. Similarly, Yeganegi and Azar (2012) stated that nowadays, organisations need to have the capability to face the continuous turbulent environments through its agility. As agility provides the governance with the possibility of immediate response and compatibility with the environment and leaves the system to improve its efficiency. Hence, it has become essential that organisations with an awful situation need for light movement of human capital should be characterised with sensing agility, decision-making, and agility in carrying out the work properly (Izza, Imache, Vincent & Lounis, 2008; Nafei, 2016).

On the other hand, one of the most important competencies that can help organisations or firms to generate, endure and share knowledge is very slow compared to other organisations that can create and maintain a sustainable organisational advantage. From the organisational competitiveness point of view, knowledge is raised as a key for organisational competitions. Conferring to Salavati and Reshadat (2014), in recent years, various organisations and companies have started to connect the knowledge process and novel concepts such as knowledge work, knowledge workers, knowledge management (KM) and organisation of knowledge to promote the severity of this operation, i.e., organisational capability enhancement.

From the point of business perspective, KM is seen as a business activity with two primary aspects, i.e., bonds with other business activities as core business concerns in strategy, policy and practice; and bonds with creating a direct connection between an organisation’s intellectual capital and the positive outcomes of the business (Keshavarz, Heydari & Farsijani, 2015). Equally, KM is someway an erratic term, since knowledge cannot be ‘managed’. Merely, it is possible to handle different classes of knowledge work with the following resources such as: identification, acquisition, development, distribution, convention and preservation. Where, human resources, their knowledge, skills and abilities are indeed an important management tool for an organisation to sustain its performance and development. Therefore, it has been observed that the sustainability and excellence of an organisation require facilitation and development of knowledge. Consequently, managers should think over the strategy of organisational intelligence and brilliance that enables organisation’s brain power as learning, communication and KM with a newfangled concept of performance-driven organisation (Hashemi et al., 2010). Alhadid and Abu-ruhman (2015) also pointed out that organisational performance improvement can be accomplished through proper utilisation of organisation’s financial capital and human capital, leading to achieve the greatest possible return to the organisation as well as the improvement of the organisational performance.

In our study, we focus on three dimensions: OA, KM strategy and OE. The theoretical framework of this study induces various approaches and models concerning OA, an organisational performance
development approach that comprises KMs strategic approach and organisational progress attitude to efficiently respond to the dynamic world. In order to survive and achieve competitive advantages, nowadays, it is essential for organisations to be able to innovate, renovate and integrate new knowledge that endow them to ensure the ability of an organisation’s sustainability, organisation’s learning and performance development, i.e., OE. To better comprehend the approach of OA in KM strategy, this paper attempted to propose, through a review of the literature and available project documents, some common elements and features in the pattern and practices of OA for performance development. It proposes some distinctive stimuli for successful practices of organisational learning and its competency, better interpersonal relationships, internationalisation and externalisation of knowledge; based on the above-mentioned researchers view point that enables to develop organisational performance and sustainability; as well as enriching managerial capability and relative performance which hasten them to achieve the sustainable OE.

1.1. Overview of OA and KM approach

The aim of this paper is to explore and investigate the impression of OA and KM strategy as an identical perception of knowledge & innovation-driven OE. The key to achieve OA depends on the stamina of an organisation’s systems and its processes. As, in general term ‘sustainability’ means endurance of schemes and progressions. Hence, it can be said that sustainability of an organisation can be contingent on its agility. The agile process of an organisation promotes sustainable development. Similarly, organisational knowledge means, the ‘intellectual capital’ of an organisation that enable to enhance organisational strategic progress through its existing human capital’s (human resources) innovative capability. In the phase of an organisational goal setting, it has been observed that typically the focus is concentrated on the key performance indicator of an organisation’s actions, i.e., organisational competitiveness that enhance and facilitate the relative performance and excellence from the entire coherence (Abbaspour, Golabdoost, Golabdoost & Golabdoost, 2015). The depicted Figure 1. demonstrates the synchronisation of knowledge managing proficiency and the ability of an organisation, how rapidly and cost-efficiently they can adapt to market and environmental changes in order to take competitive advantage of opportunities and control jeopardy.

![Figure 1. The harmony of organisational KM ability and managerial agility in OE](image)

In order to address the importance of organisational KM capability as well as the managerial agility of an organisation, research shows, that generally high-performing organisations embrace five different specific objectives of operational excellence in order to create and sustain OE during their development process. These are as follows:
• Designing for organisations economic and strategic value
• Designing for organisations multiple domains
• Designing for organisations flawless execution
• Designing for organisations adaptability
• Designing for organisations sustainability.

As currently, the need for operational excellence and OA turns out to be the key dimensions and distinctive features of OA and KM approach, its advantages and goals of organisational learning, strategic KM practices among motivated performance oriented organisations’ different priorities and characteristics simplify the sustainable organisational learning and organisational competitiveness (Mische, 2000). According to Appelbaum, Calla, Desautels & Hasan (2017), managers should consider agility as an overarching principle guiding strategic and operational activities. So, that fostering agility-enhancing organisational capabilities, which will be paramount in ensuring the successful integration of agility as a performance enhancing paradigm.

2. Research methodology

This study mainly addressed the combination of both empirical evidence and inductive reasoning. Empirical argument depicts the methods of obtaining information and data (knowledge). The inductive reasoning displays the degree of support in the sort of probabilistic reasoning, i.e., (collective approaches of OA and KM strategies).

2.1. Definition of KM strategy used in this research

The primary goal of this study is not an examination of different researcher’s opinion and arguing along the basis of OE that has shifted from tangible and physical resources to a more focus on intangible and knowledge assets. Where, knowledge has become the major driver of organisational performance and the systems as well as process that take into consideration of such valuable assets which are handled, developed, leveraged and employed a key core capability of an organisation. The definition of ‘KM strategy’ used in this research is to identify the organisation’s intellectual capital and organisation’s systems and procedures that enhance individual employees’ awareness of organisation’s mission, vision, plans and make them flexible and nimble in knowledge development and procurement. To address the consequence and significance of OA in a business, it is required to emphasise that through organisational knowledge, nowadays, organisations’ have to face the ever-changing challenges of business to enhance survival and growth of the organisation that can monitor external organisational knowledge and development of internal organisational knowledge (Shayan & Ghasemizad, 2015). This study mainly emphasises the significant relationship between OA and organisational intelligence (KM). The relative support is reflected on restraining the role of organisational knowledge and its influence in organisational intelligence and organisational agility.

3. Results and discussion

The conceptual aspects and determinant factors of both the OA and KM strategy show the key elements of organisational performance development that empowers a firm’s organisational capability to rapidly accomplish their sustainable organisational success and enhance competitive advantage. The main investigation of this study discusses about the potential and responsive contribution of OA. The distinguishing tasks and features of OA could be the advantages for organisations’ capability enhancement and organisational performance development in relation to the implementation of KM strategy, i.e., (Organisational intelligence, employees effective, initiative and innovative skills). The findings from the organisational behaviour and KM literature, (originated on the opinion of the different national and international scholars, academics & policy-makers, business firms and research groups) have generally given a reasonable overview about the conceptual aspects of
organisational agility. Correspondingly, the key priorities of OA reflect on the certain agile characteristics of an organisation (i.e., consistency and reduction of complexity), (i.e., learning capability enhancement that enhance responsiveness to overcome the challenges), (i.e., innovative capabilities that enhances organisational accountability and operational excellence) for sustaining organisational as well as individual competency. i.e., OE. It is necessary to mention that organisation agility is an important concept in today’s business world that stimulate an organisation for quick response to change and uncertainty in an environment, where organisations need to perform and overcome obstacles or gain and win opportunities.

3.1. The synergic effect of OA and KM strategy stimulates sustainable OE.

The positive synergetic impact of OA and organisational KM strategy and competencies accentuates OE. In order to justify, whether the presence of OA can really empower to influence the organisational performance enhancement (excellence) that can be considered as an important factor for achieving the competitive advantage or not; whether organisational learning and KM strategy and its HR activities support the development of managerial skills and competence of the organisation or not; whether the initiatives provided by the KM system in the organisations are effective or not.

The Figure 2, tries to represent that OA approach could be an influential tool to foster organisational, operational skills as well as individual competence, i.e., organisational learning and organisational innovativeness. Equally, KM strategy could be an effective mechanism for organisational knowledge acquisition, association and application that empower to improve organisational process and performance by creating strategic foresight and systematic insight. The presence of organisational knowledge development attributes and OA priorities that complement the coordination and integration within the organisation in one way. On the other hand, the advantages of KM strategy reinforce managerial and operational skills, i.e., individual competence, group competence and organisational competence of an organisation by improving organisational learning, through agility, i.e., (responsiveness) (Saha, Chatterjee, Gregar & Saha, 2016).
In order to justify whether the agility of an organisation and strategic qualities of KM can actually empower the sustainable organisational performance and competence (OE) or not, the issue of OA and KM strategy leads to the formation of following three important research assumptions (RAs) such as:

**Figure 2. The synergic effect of OA and KM strategy stimulates sustainable OE**
RA1: Considered that OA and KM strategy of an organisation act as a significant aspect for achieving the OE, i.e., (organisational accountability and knowledge acquisition)

RP2: Indicates that OAs distinctive characteristics support and strengthen the organisational coordination and integration of operational and managerial skills proficiency to achieve sustainable organisational capability i.e., (organisational capability and knowledge association)

RP3: emphasised that organisational knowledge can enhance organisational learning and performance through transformation, application, embedding, and protecting of managerial knowledge as a set of various processes to attain performance, i.e., (OA and knowledge application).

To better understand the leading components of OA and its functionality within the organisation, Sambamurthy, Bharadwaj & Grover (2003) emphasised on two specific organisational capabilities, i.e., alertness and responsiveness. Alertness encourage strategic foresight and systemic insight within the organisation, in order to anticipate the gaps in the business environment, marketplace and to overcome the impending disruptive moves created by the competitors. Whereas, according to Dove (2015), responsive capabilities refer to the selection of actions and competences of an organisation that enable them to react against the relevant change when it is detected or to foresee it in advance. Alternatively, good response ability requires organisational intelligence (knowledge) in decision making, and widespread value propositioning skills. In addition, Stifayi (2014) mentioned that conferring to Newman model KM includes four dimensions of knowledge creation, knowledge storing and transfer of knowledge application. In short, it can be indicated that KM and competency of human resources skills abilities and initiatives are valuable assets of an organisation, and human resource actions (individual performance) are the major tools through which organisations can exploit their expertise, attitudes, and behaviours of people in order to fulfill organisational purposes quickly, flexibly and capably, i.e., organisational agility. (Shayan & Ghasemizad, 2015; Teimouri, Jenab, Moazeni & Bakhtiar, 2017).

4. Recommendation and conclusion

This research suggested that OA and KM approach could be a very stimulating and sophisticated approach for the organisations of twenty-first century that has a great impact of KM strategy on OA and sustainable competitive advantage. To accomplish organisation’s competitiveness and enhance sustainable OE, this study observed some propositions which show that it is important that the KM strategy of the organisation should be made on a comparable knowledge interpretation, knowledge dissemination to ensure not only the organisation’s success but also its sustainability. Therefore, there is a critical need for business leaders to assess their talent (innovative skills and abilities) constantly, in order to determine whether the appropriate expertise is needed to accomplish the business strategies existing within the organisation or not. If not, then how to identify the skills of current employees for developing within the organisation to perform better, according to the level required for the organisation to be competitive. In order to solve this problem about how organisations can successfully deal with an unpredictable and constantly changing environment, this study tries to provide some evidences of how organisational knowledge and learning practices can facilitate and influence positive impact on individual competencies that encompasses organisational intelligence on KM.

Finally, it can be said that the vibrant style of KM leads to better business performance through four KM resources, i.e., technical, human, cultural and structural. The KM capability is related to OE (competitive advantage). Therefore, organisations must build a strategy around their KM so that it can reflect their competitive strategy.
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